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Abstract
Music browsing can be done efficiently and much faster by using 
a technique that automatically generates music image that matches 
the lyric contents. Text mining technique is used for structuring 
the input text which is music lyrics to obtain a structured music 
image as output on consumer electronic devices. Scene knowledge 
is used to extract scene theme from the lyrics and create a scene 
score and object score which is synthesized to represent a music 
image. Image synthesis is used to create sound from pictures. 
Lossless processing of sounds based on images can be done by 
just transforming their images into lyrics.
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I. Introduction
As there is huge demand for online music distribution and 
portable consumer electronic devices browsing and selecting 
favourite music is increased considerably. Music images which 
are created dynamically based on scene theme extracted from 
lyrics [14] are efficient for fast music browsing. Favourite music is 
searched through online music distribution services and consumer 
electronic devices [5].Categorize and index songs through ID3 
tag information like songs title, artist, album and genre. Similarity 
measure is used by clustering similar songs into one category. 
Filtering technique [1-2] is used to suggest users with musical 
pieces based on other user’s evaluation. Content based filtering 
[3-4] provide musical pieces to the users with respect to their 
favourite genres and artists. From a list of music which is worth 
listening is decided by the trial listening feature provided by many 
music distribution services. But at times if music list is too long 
trial listening is time consuming. Therefore to easily grasp music 
content itself visually at a glance without listening to each piece 
would reduce users burden. Cover art images of album does not 
give users appropriate information about the music visualization 
as which musical piece is considered to be a solution for users 
query. Music visualization is achieved by utilizing pictures, 
animation and video thus enabling users to understand music 
rapidly. Such music images provide insufficient information about 
music contents as these images are graphical art.
Music image generator is proposed for visualizing music by using 
multiple visual elements depending upon the scene theme with 
respect to music lyrics. Visualization of all songs is not possible 
with limited number of images prepared beforehand. Image 
generator combines the images that makeup the scene. To make 
up scene of the song automatic scene knowledge technique is 
proposed. Scene knowledge uses real world images to build a 
scene. Scene score and object score are used to make up the 
object composition.

II. Related Work
Similarity measure is used by clustering similar songs into one 
category. Similarity retrieval technique can be used on large music 
database and recommend a number of songs which sound similar. 
Automatic music genre is used to cluster the music archives by 
songs emotion. Single musical piece is visualized in the form of

thumbnail images. These thumbnails are distinguishable based 
on dynamic icon feature by the music distribution feature. These 
icons will reduce user’s trial listening time.
A related effort is made by automated music video generator [6] 
which generates music videos automatically. It uses web images 
as resource to generate a music video. This prototype uses the 
salient words of the lyrics and automatically extracts the related 
song and this song is used as a query to generate high quality 
images. To evaluate image quality some image content analysis 
technique such as face detection, landscape classification, colour 
and mood type is used. Songs rhythm information like beat and 
tempo is extracted and used to help align images with music type 
and then photo 2 video technique is adopted to convert the image 
sequence to music video.
Automatic generation of music slide show [7] generates slide show 
using personal photos which are without annotation. A musical 
slide show is generated for a given input piece of music by taking 
the rhythm and lyrics of the input. As a result users can enjoy 
browsing personal photos with nice music in the background. 
Every piece of music has its own visualization that dances to 
the tune.

A. Content Based Music Information Retrieval
There is a huge increase in music downloading [8] over CD 
sales and this has created a major shift in music industry. Music 
collections online has reached a scale of ten million tracks and this 
posed a major challenge for searching, retrieving and organizing 
music content. Content based music information retrieval used 
audio cues such as query by humming, audio fingerprinting, music 
notation etc. Content based music description identifies what user 
is searching even though user is not specific in his search.
Content based Music Information Retrieval (MIR) is simple an 
automated processing of music. The components of MIR system 
are shown in fig. 1 there is a query formation which defines query 
type, extraction description, matching and finally music retrieval. 
Queries and output can be in textual format i.e. metadata, music 
fragments, music features or scores. The result can either be exact 
or approximate to near neighbours in the musical space.
Most common method of accessing music was through textual 
metadata. Metadata is detailed human entered track level 
information which enumerates musical cultural properties for each 
of several hundred thousand tracks. But when music catalogues 
becomes huge i.e. more than hundred thousand tracks it is difficult 
to maintain consistent expressive metadata description since many 
people created the descriptions and variation in any concept 
encoding effects the search results. Pandora.com is the popular 
metadata driven music system where system uses metadata to 
estimate user entered artist similarity and track similarity.
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Fig. 1: Content Based Query System

High level music content uses musical concepts such as 
melody to describe the content of music. In early days of music 
information retrieval users could search for music by singing 
or humming, then query by humming systems extract melodic 
content from polyphonic audio signals. Low level content based 
music description use the information in digital audio. This is a 
measurement of audio signals that contain information about the 
musical work and performance.
This type of music browsing is very time consuming since it 
takes 20 to 30 minutes per track of one expert’s time to enter the 
database.

B. Suffix Trees
Suffix trees provide an efficient solution for many string matching 
problems [9]. Music feature strings contain the melody and rhythm 
feature. There are different types of suffix trees based on index
structure.

1. Combined Suffix Trees
The feature strings are directly used to construct the index in the 
index structure Combined Suffix Tree. If there are three melody 
symbols (‘a’, ‘b’, and ‘c’) and two rhythm symbols (‘1’ and ‘2’), 
each internal node in the Combined Suffix Tree can have an out-
degree up to 6 (i.e. “a1”, “a2”,” b1”,” b2”,”c1”, and “c2”), pointing 
to child nodes. Figure 2 shows the index that is constructed from 
the feature string “a1b1a1b1c1”.

Fig. 2: Combined Suffix Tree

2. Independent Suffix Tree
The index structure Independent Suffix Trees separates the feature 
strings into a melody and a rhythm string and stores them in two 
independent suffix trees. Fig. 3 shows the Independent Suffix 
Trees for the feature string “a1b2a1b2c2”, where $ marks the 
end of the string.

Fig. 3: Independent Suffix Tree

3. Twin Suffix Tree
The index structure Twin Suffix Trees is constructed by adding 
additional information to the Independent Suffix Trees. This index 
structure consists of a melody and a rhythm suffix tree with links 
pointing from each melody node in the melody suffix tree to the
corresponding rhythm nodes in the rhythm suffix tree. Fig. 4 shows 
the twin suffix tree.

Fig. 4: Twin Suffix Tree
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4. Grid Twin Suffix Tree
In Grid-Twin Suffix Trees we first use a hash function to map 
each suffix of the feature string into a specific bucket of a 2D 
grid. The hash function uses the first n symbols of the suffix to 
map it into a specific bucket. After hashing each suffix, several 
suffixes may be mapped into the same bucket. Fig. 5 shows the 
grid twin suffix tree.

Fig. 5: Grid Twin Suffix Tree

The drawback of music information retrieval using suffix trees 
is it requires large memory and the existing sparse matrices will 
cause memory wasting.

C. Music retrieval Using N-Gram
N-Gram is one of the indexing methods [10] for content based 
music browsing in which N successive notes are taken together 
as a whole. This structure is easy to implement in which N grams 
to be stored are directly proportional to length of music melody. 
As the music database increases the index space will considerably 
become larger.

D. Inverted Index for Music
information retrieval Textual metadata is based upon song title,
singer, album, composer or lyrics [10].

Fig. 6: MIR System Using Query by Humming

This text based Music Information Retrieval (MIR) is not 
convenient if user does not know the keywords associate with 
desired music. Content based music retrieval methods utilize 
extracted music features like pitch, duration, rhythm, contour, 
timber and chord to search music. One of the popular content based 
MIR methods is query by humming (QBH) in which a fragment 
of melody hummed by user via a microphone is taken as a query 
to retrieve music results from music database.
Fig. 6 shows MIR system using query by humming in which a 
user gives query in the form of humming through microphone 
this humming is converted into note sequence by taking the pitch 

and duration features in query transcription module. Melodies are 
extracted on which index structure is built. Similarity measurement 
is carried between query and indexed melodies and a ranked list 
of music results are retrieved.
To compact music storage space and provide quick search one 
of the challenge that MIR systems should face is to construct an 
effective and efficient index structure for music database. Inverted 
index uses Natural Language Processing (NLP) technique for 
music retrieval. Firstly a musical semantic structure is build then 
musical dictionary is constructed using statistical approach on a
given music corpus. Then music melodies are partitioned and 
indexed using proposed inverted index method with musical 
dictionary. Inverted index can be used to index music melodies 
in an efficient manner. The time and space required are much less 
than suffix trees and N gram method.

E. Music Visualization
Music visualization is examined by classifying into different 
categories such as titles, artist names, and genres with respect 
to the visualization target. Music visualization is a feature that 
generates animated image based on a piece of music. In first 
category multiple musical pieces are visualized according to 
their features. Music browser uses dissimilarity method to give 
a relation among the songs that a user likes or else songs listed 
on a ranking chart [12]. Similar pieces of music are grouped 
together called as genres. Music visualization provides a function 
for playing songs in order, a function for searching songs by 
specifying their catalogue information. It is useful for dealing with 
personal music collection; it is not always useful for browsing a 
huge online music collection. Music visualization and browsing 
for music collection is necessary to provide end users with detailed 
functional interaction.
In this paper we visualize music using lyrics and produce a music 
image by synthesizing multiple image materials. Automatic scene 
knowledge [13] synthesizes an appropriate image composition 
with respect to the lyrics.

III. Music Image Generator
Music image generator uses the scene theme to generate a relevant 
image which matches with the music lyrics. Image is synthesized 
based on lyric contents. Fig. 7 shows the working of music image 
generator using scene knowledge. A scene theme such as a place 
or event is extracted using a keyword matching approach. Then 
relevant objects are collected from the scene theme using the 
proposed scene knowledge. Objects which are physically present 
in the scene are only collected. This object collection is termed 
as “scene object composition”.

Fig. 7: Music Image Generation Using Scene Knowledge
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Objects can be any real world images such as cars, trees, people, 
sea or land. Object composition uses the photographs which are 
taken from the real world. Object composition is selected from 
the scene knowledge based on the extracted lyrics. Finally, music 
image is generated based on the selected object composition 
and synthesizing source images. Image materials are prepared 
beforehand and stored in the database that shows the relation 
among object names and image data.

A. Extracting Scene Theme
This paper considers all the real world places and events as scene. 
A scene can be any location which is used in the song such as 
a garden, sea or church. We extract an appropriate scene theme 
which is prepared beforehand using scene knowledge. As lyrics are 
incomplete with respect to the scene used, it is difficult to extract 
the exact scene from that knowledge. To overcome this issue 
we propose a hierarchical method of keyword matching and the 
Parametric Mixture Model (PMM).Keyword matching directly
detects places and events as shown in Table 1from lyrics. Firstly a 
scene is extracted from the scene knowledge based on the keyword 
matching method. Then again PMM method is applied if the scene 
is not extracted using keyword matching method. In PMM we 
relate the words based on categories that may refer to different 
documents. By this method we can extract the scene themes of 
unknown lyrics as well as those scenes themes in which lyrics do 
not match with the scene.

Table 1: Target Place and Event Information Example

IV. Automatic Scene Knowledge
We construct a scene composition [11] of an event, a place and a 
situation by learning appearance pattern of objects. Knowledge 
of scene composition is knowledge that represents what kind of 
objects exists in the scene. Using scene knowledge we recognize the 
objects inside an image and extract patterns based on analyzing the 
appearance combination of object in a large amount of images.
Firstly static images with the target scene related tag information 
are collected. These include sending queries with scene related 
tag words to various image search engines. Secondly objects 
appearing with each image are extracted using object recognition 
methods. Detecting and localization of generic objects from 
categories such as places, people or events in still images is 
done by object recognition. Thirdly based on the object pattern 
frequently appearing multiple object compositions that have no 
conflict in the real world are derived. Relevance of an object 
composition is calculated based on the scene score and object score. 
Scene knowledge and image generation process is implemented 
separately because the object recognition process used in scene 
knowledge is expensive and time consuming.

V. Image Synthesis
Music image based on composition knowledge is created. Music 
image is created based on the appropriate source images in 
combination with the objects taken from scene composition. There 
are two steps to be followed for image synthesizing.

A. Selection of Scene Composition
Using the keyword matching technique objects are taken from the 
lyrics. The nearest matching objects composition will be considered 
from representative scene compositions. Object composition with 

highest total object score is considered. The total object value is 
calculated by summing up all the corresponding object scores 
of the detected objects. If no object composition includes the 
detected objects then the object composition with the highest 
scene score is selected.

2. Image Synthesizing
For image synthesizing we prepare source images as shown in 
figure 8 which are synthesized based on object scene composition. 
Image materials are retrieved and synthesized as each source image 
has information inside the target music image and has maximum 
and minimum size. The locatable regions avoid unrealistic images. 
Image materials are multiple object images which are located to 
avoid overlapping with each other. Size of each object is controlled 
by object score. Thus objects with higher scene score are drawn 
large in size. Finally human characters are drawn based on face 
expression extracted from emotions. Then the entire colour of the 
image is adjusted to match the atmosphere of the music image 
with respect to emotion and music mood. These emotion and 
music mood can be extracted from lyrics using keyword matching 
technique.

Fig. 8: Example of Source Images

VI. Scene Knowledge Evaluation
Scene knowledge is evaluated from precision point of view 
by comparing automatic scene knowledge with the manually 
constructed one. Object recognition performance is also based 
on this scene knowledge evaluation.

A. Evaluation Conditions
The two parameters used for evaluation are “Precision” and 
“Recall”. Then by varying these parameters scene knowledge 
is evaluated.

Threshold values of precision and recall are used to find a target 
image region. If the image is present in the predefined objects then 
precision increases and recall decreases. The scene knowledge
constructed with accurate accuracy from the image recognition 
condition is considered.

VII. Conclusion
Traditional method of music browsing is by going through a textual 
list of songs and the search methods maintain an overview of the 
music collection. Content based MIR systems can handle only 
a limited number of music tracks. Suffix trees used for music 
retrieval require large memory spaces. Indexing using N- gram
and suffix trees need much of the physical memory and disk space 
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for large music databases. Inverted index can be used to index 
music melodies in an efficient way than N gram method. Music 
visualization does not provide users with comprehensive and 
functional interaction. Automatic music image generator provides 
users to browse music quickly and efficiently. Scene knowledge is 
used to extract scene theme images. Visualization of music images 
is possible with respect to scene theme and music lyrics.
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